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This paper describes a repository system for showing differences in line in corresponding cross-lingual documents to help users keep documents in multiple languages synchronized more easily in a collaborative working environment. This system is able to track changes to documents in different languages, locate the corresponding areas in sentences of cross-lingual documents by using existing sentence alignment techniques, and perform version control. Our system is developed for the reason that we found it is difficult for users to keep the contents of cross-lingual documents synchronized with existing tools. Firstly, there are few tools that support tracking changes and showing them in cross-lingual documents. Secondly, existing tools for cross-lingual documents only inform users of the changes but do not show their location, so it takes users much time and effort to locate the corresponding area of a document in different languages. In this paper, we present the prototype of our system and how our system solves the problems mentioned above.

1 Introduction

In this paper, we present a system for supporting collaborative work on keeping corresponding cross-lingual documents synchronized. It calculates the differences of cross-lingual documents to help users synchronize them and when such a document in one language is modified, it can indicate where modifications need to be made within the documents for the other languages.

Documents written in multiple languages, such as software manuals, Wikipedia pages and so on, have become increasingly prevalent. At the same time the maintenance of these cross-lingual documents which can be modified by collaboratively working has recently become a problem. For example, after a user has modified some parts of a document in a certain language, other users first need to find the paragraphs or sentences that have been modified, and then find the same respective paragraphs or sentences within the associated documents in other languages to perform the same modification.

Some tools were developed for solving this problem. For example, CLWE[1], a system proposed by Huberdeau et al., provides support for informing users of changes in cross-lingual Wiki pages and listing those changes. However, we found that users still need to spend time and effort on finding the exact place that corresponds to each change. This is especially difficult in those cross-lingual documents for which paragraph or sentence order does not match.

We believe it is useful to help users keep cross-lingual documents in a consistent state with collaboration by offering a tool that locates and displays differences of these documents. In order to display these localized differences, we import the existing sentence alignment techniques employed by [3] to calculate the similarity of sentences and para-
graphs and establish a correspondence relationship between them. Owing to the limitations of current sentence and paragraph alignment techniques, the relationship between these sentences and paragraphs may not be 100% correct. If necessary, users can manually re-adjust this correspondence relationship themselves. Also, our system provides version control functionality such as tracking changes, locking files, merging versions, and rolling back, to facilitate collaborative work.

2 Editing Cross-lingual Documents

In this section, we present a detailed statement to explain why it is currently difficult for users to keep the contents of cross-lingual documents the same with existing tools which only list the changes to the original language text. We analyze the problems with an example of the documentation for the Ruby programming language in English and Japanese.

The programming manual of Ruby is now being authored in both English and Japanese. As Figure 1 shows, the contents and order of paragraphs of these two documents are different. For example, the first paragraph in the English document corresponds to the fifth paragraph in the Japanese one. As both documents are part of the Ruby documentation, developers of Ruby want to synchronize the two documents and keep them the same, that is, modifications to a text region R in one document needs to be translated and reflected in that region in the other document that corresponds with region R. However, there is no effective tool to help them accomplish this task.

In order to synchronize the two documents, the first step is to identify those parts within the documents that differ from each other. For the reason that existing tools for supporting collaborative work on cross-lingual documents are not able to figure out the differences between the two documents, synchronizing documents is hard work for users to do by themselves because the Ruby documentation documents in Japanese and English are quite long.

Also, when the two documents are synchronized by user efforts, they might be modified with different content at the same time. For instance, when the user named Sato, who is a Japanese, added documents of the two commands, “-C directory” and “-copyrigh”, one before “-c” command and the other after “-c” command, and gave some explanation of them. At the same time, a user called Mary, who is an American, deleted the content of “-Kc” command in the English document because this command is no longer used. After doing this, the order of the command explanations as well as the contents within the two documents are different again. In this case, CLWE can inform users the modifications made in the two documents, but it can not point out the specific region that corresponds to the modification. Thus, users still need to find the exact region to be updated in the corresponding document by themselves.

To sum up, the problems are as follows. First, it is difficult to synchronize two documents with different contents in different languages because the locations of differing content parts are not known. Second, when a document in a certain language is
modified, it is hard to make the same modification to documents in other languages for the reason that the exact location requiring updating in them is not known. The example we gave is only about two languages, English and Japanese. We believe it will get even more complicated when documents written in more than two languages become involved.

3 A Repository System for Cross-lingual Documents

We consider that if there is a system that can identify differences between cross-lingual documents automatically and establish a correct correspondence relationship between sentences, the problem in Section 2 can be solved easily. Also, we consider it is helpful to import version control functions such as file locking, version merging, and rolling back functions into our system to help users do collaborative work.

3.1 Keeping Cross-lingual Documents Synchronized

We import existing techniques for finding sentence similarity into our system to indicate differences between cross-lingual documents and establish a correspondence relationship between sentences. Owing to the limitations of current sentence and paragraph alignment techniques, the relationship between these sentences may not be 100% correct. In order to improve the accuracy of the correspondence relationship, we not only calculate the similarity of sentences, but also calculate the similarity of paragraphs. Also, we provide a direct visualization displaying the relationship between paragraphs (Figure 2) for users so that they can manually adjust the relationship. Once the correspondence relationship is changed, differences will be re-calculated. Then we track changes of each document and locate regions correspond to these changes in its corresponding documents through the established relationship.

Also, we provide a friendly user interface (Figure 2) to display differences to help users easily keep these documents the same. In our system, documents that should be updated are showed with a mark to inform users. Moreover, sentences presented underlined and in red color signify that they should be updated. Content shaded in yellow (background color) signifies it is a difference. When users move their mouse cursor and hover over a sentence in red, a box will appear that shows the difference to the corresponding sentence in the original document. Figure 2 is an example of synchronizing two documents in different languages and Figure 3 is an instance of keeping two synchronized documents the same.

Our system is helpful to users to keep cross-lingual documents the same for the reason that they do not need to manually compare the documents to find within them the parts in which they differ and locate the corresponding regions to be modified. In addition, we consider that the more languages documents are written in, the more valuable our system becomes, because the difficulty of synchronizing these documents and keeping them up-to-date is expected to increase exponentially. Moreover, we believe our system will become even more effi-
3.2 Sentence and Paragraph Alignment

The most important function of our system is to display differences in corresponding places within documents in other languages.

The algorithm of aligning Japanese and English news articles and sentences (SIM(J,E)[3][5][6]) proposed by Muchi et al.[3] has high appreciation so it is being used in our system to calculate the similarity of the paragraphs and sentences.

\[
SIM(J, E) = \frac{co(J \cap E) + 1}{|J| + |E| - 2\min(|J|, |E|) + 2}
\]

\(J\) is the collection of words of a sentence of a language. \(E\) is the collection of words of a sentence of another language. \(f(x)\) is defined to the frequency word \(x\) in collection \(X\) and \(|X| = \sum_{x \in X} f(x)\).

\[
co(J \cap E) = \sum_{(j, e) \in J \cap E} \min(f(j), f(e))
\]

\(J \cap E\) means that if there is a union \((j, e) j \cap J \wedge e \cap E\), the translation of \(j\) belongs to \(E\), and the translation of \(e\) belongs to \(J\).

We take advantage of Kuromoji\(^1\) to get the words of a Japanese document. Then we use Microsoft Translator and WordNet\(^2\) (both English and Japanese version) to retrieve the phrases, words, and their translations. Finally, we calculate the similarity of two paragraphs from the result of the similarity of sentences in the two paragraphs.

According to the evaluation by Muchi et al.[3], if the measured similarity of two paragraphs is below 30%, we consider the two paragraphs not to be corresponding. If the similarity is above 30% and less than 50%, the two paragraphs can be regard as ordinarily corresponding. If it is above 50%, the two paragraphs can be regarded as well corresponding. In this case, the accuracy of the correspondence relationship of news from 1989 to 2001 (about 944,404 pieces) in English and Japanese is 95%.

4 Related Work

There exists some prior work related to our system that supports collaborative working on cross-lingual documents.

Huberdeau et al. proposed a system called CLWE[1], which can assist users in synchronizing the contents of Wiki pages to a certain degree. The CLWE system allows communities to break out of the constrained mold imposed by conventional translation processes, and allows contributors to follow an open-ended work-flow that is more consistent with modern collaborative environments. However, it only lists the changes so that users still need to spend time on finding the corresponding areas especially in the case of content with different internal order. Moreover, it does not support documents which already have differing content like the Ruby manual because CLWE is not able to judge whether the contents in different languages are equal. Our system solves these problems by using existing techniques for calculating sentence similarity to help users do collaborative working on cross-lingual documents easily.

Another related work is an application presented by Kulkarni et al.[7]. This application

\(^1\) An open source Japanese morphological analyzer written in Java
\(^2\) http://wordnet.princeton.edu/
just calculate the similarity of the attributes of Wikipedia Info Boxes, not the general content, by using existing text similarity measures [8]. However, Wikipedia engines do not always provide the same attributes of Info Boxes in different languages [2] [4], thus the correspondence relationship provided by this application is not so accurate. We think it is hard to use that system to support collaborative working on general cross-lingual documents for the reason that general documents lack such additional semantic tags. In contrast, our system judges the similarity of content in different languages in paragraphs and sentences, and shows the differences in line to make it easy to keep cross-lingual documents the same.

5 Conclusion

We have presented a system designed to support collaborative working on cross-lingual documents. Our system allows users to collaboratively author and translate cross-lingual documents easily. Users can easily know the synchronization status of cross-lingual documents, and with little effort discover those parts in which they differ within the documents in different languages.

Because our system is currently still under development, the first step for our future work is to finish the development of our system. Subsequently, we will attempt to make our system support more languages such as Chinese, French, and so on. Additionally, we plan to add support for translation such as Microsoft Translation and translation memory to further help users accomplish their task in their corresponding work.
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